Draw lines to connect the letters in alphabetical order.

Draw lines to connect the letters in alphabetical order.
Write the following letters and words. Then color the pictures.

A a A a A a alligator alligator alligator

B b B b B b bear bear bear

C c C c C c camel camel camel

D d D d D d dog dog dog
Draw lines to connect the matching letters, pictures and words. Then trace the letters and words.

E e  F f  G g  H h

Giraffe  Horse  Fox  Elephant

I i  J j  K k  L l

Kangaroo  Iguana  Jellyfish  Lion
Draw lines to connect the matching letters and words. Then trace them.

1. Mm  
   [Image of newt] 
   newt

2. Nn  
   [Image of moose] 
   moose

Draw lines to connect the matching capital and lower case letters.

Q r

R q

1. Oo  
   [Image of penguin] 
   penguin

2. Pp  
   [Image of octopus] 
   octopus

Draw lines to connect the matching words and pictures. Then trace the words.

rabbitt

quail

Write the words again.

rabbitt rabbitt rabbitt
quail quail quail quail
Draw lines to connect the matching capital and lower case letters.

S  t
T  s

Draw lines to connect the matching words and pictures. Then trace the words.

tiger

sea lion

Write the words again.
tiger  tiger  tiger
sea lion  sea lion  sea lion

Write the following letters and words. Then color the pictures.

U u U u U u
umbrella bird  umbrella bird

V v V v V v
vulture  vulture  vulture
Draw lines to connect the matching capital and lower case letters.

Y — z
Z — y

Draw lines to connect the matching words and pictures. Then trace the words.

yak — yak
zebra — zebra

Write the following letters and words. Then color the pictures.

W — W — W — W
wolf — wolf — wolf — wolf

X — X — X
x-ray fish — x-ray fish — x-ray fish

Write the words again.

yak — yak — yak
zebra — zebra — zebra